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Epilogue 

Introduction to We the Living 

By Leonard Peikoff 

Dr. Peikoff wrote this introduction for the 2009 New American Library quality 

paperback edition of We the Living. A somber account of the novel’s 

contemporary relevance, it is a fitting epilogue to the present collection. —Editor 

As Ayn Rand says in her foreword, We the Living is not a novel about Soviet Russia, which is 

only the backdrop of the story. The novel’s events, characters, and outcome are selected not by 

their relation to history, but to philosophy, which means that the book’s theme is universal. The 

theme is the evil of totalitarianism, a species of depravity not restricted to any country or century. 

The basic cause of totalitarianism is two ideas: men’s rejection of reason in favor of faith, 

and of self-interest in favor of self-sacrifice. If this is a society’s philosophical consensus, it will 

not be long before an all-powerful leader rises up to direct the faith and sacrifice that everyone 

has been extolling. His subjects cannot resist his takeover, neither by exercising their faculty of 

thought nor their passion for values, because these are the two priceless possessions they have 

given up. The end result is thought control, starvation, and mass slaughter. 

Because of the Greeks’ commitment to reason, worldly happiness, and (relative) freedom, 

the above causal sequence was absent for centuries from the West. Then Christianity took over, 

demanding of men—with full consistency for the first time—a life of faith and sacrifice. 

Although delayed by primitive technology, the result came soon enough: the infallible pope, the 

plummeting life span, and the elimination of unapproved thought by the Inquisition. 

The highest-ranking Christians in Europe were the first practitioners of Western 

totalitarianism. It was they who discovered the essence of a new kind of State, and offered it to 

the future as a possibility to consider. 

At last, there was a Renaissance, and then the West’s long struggle toward the 

Enlightenment with its commitment to reason and the pursuit of happiness, and its ridicule of 

Christianity. The result was the freest country in history, America. It did not last, however, 

because nineteenth-century intellectuals, followers of Kant, rejected the ideas of the 

Enlightenment in favor of new forms of unreason and unselfishness. Within only a few 

generations, cause led to effect: totalitarians of every stripe sprang up, each claiming this time to 

be secular and scientific even as all worked diligently to reproduce the medieval model. 

Totalitarian states differ in every detail, but not in their nature and cause. And in regard to 

details, what difference do their differences make? What does it matter to the victims if the 

infallible leader claims messages from the supernatural or from an unperceivable dialectic? If he 

demands sacrifice for Corpus Christi or for the proletariat? If the people are made to raise their 

hands in prayer or their feet in goose steps? If the killer troops wear black gowns or red shirts? If 
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those out of favor are ripped open by knives in Spain or left to freezing starvation in the gulags? 

States like these often pose as enemies of one another, but the pose is tactics, not truth. 

An eloquent example of the truth is what happened to We the Living under Mussolini. 

During World War II, the novel was pirated by an Italian film company, which produced a movie 

version without the knowledge or consent of Ayn Rand. Because of its length, the picture was 

released in 1942 as two separate movies, Noi Vivi (We the Living) and Addio Kira (Farewell 

Kira). Both were enormous popular successes. The Fascist government had approved the movie 

on the grounds that it was anti-communist. But the public, like the director, understood at once 

that the movie was just as anti-fascist as anti-Communist. People grasped Ayn Rand’s broader 

theme and embraced the two movies, in part as a way of protesting their oppression under 

Mussolini. In a takeoff on the titles, people began referring to themselves as Noi Morti (We the 

Dead), and to Mussolini’s economic policies as Addio, Lira. Five months after its release, the 

government figured out what everyone else knew and banned the movie. These events alone are 

eloquent proof that We the Living is not merely “about Soviet Russia.” 

Nor is it merely about Europe or about the past. Witness the rise, in the United States 

today, of the fundamentalist right aiming to outlaw ideas and values that conflict with the Bible; 

and the rise of the environmentalist left turning religious, invoking reverence for Nature’s 

Creator as the moral value mandating the end of capitalism; and, in more immediately practical 

terms, the eight-year rule of a “born-again” president, who shut down biological research he 

regarded as irreligious while claiming a message from beyond as a guide to foreign policy; and 

now his successor, of whom so far (2009) we know little, but whose campaign worked hard to 

prove that he is as devout as all the others. Will these developments, and many others like them, 

be united someday into an unstoppable religious juggernaut demanding of us the standard 

mind/self-emasculation, along with its standard political corollary? If it happens, its exponents 

are unlikely any longer to seize on economics or biology as their justification. As of now, it 

seems, we are headed back to the source: to the re-creation of medieval servitude—enforced by a 

much better equipped secret police. 

We the Living is a novel about the results of the freedom-erasing ideas you yourself 

probably accept. That is why it is relevant to you today. It is relevant because it tells you how to 

distinguish the poison the West is now greedily ingesting from the nourishment we desperately 

need. It is relevant because it is not about an ever-receding past, but about an ever-approaching 

future. 

This book is not about your long-gone grandparents, but about your still-growing 

children. 


